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Evan-Moor Launches a Comprehensive Language Resource Ideal for Differentiated Instruction

A teacher resource to help students master the conventions of standard English with lessons focused on must-know skills.

Monterey, CA (January 5, 2016) — Filling the need for a language arts resource that meets both rigorous standards and students’ varying learning needs, Evan-Moor has released a new Language Fundamentals title for grades 1–6. This new edition provides teachers a comprehensive resource to teach the conventions of standard English and build students’ vocabulary acquisition—with easy-to-scaffold lessons that are clearly organized by language skill and standards to target instruction. It is available in three formats: teacher’s edition print, teacher’s edition e-book, and digital lessons.

“The new Language Fundamentals can be used for comprehensive skills practice and instruction or to support a customized language and vocabulary curriculum,” said Lisa Vitarisi Mathews, executive editor, Evan-Moor Educational Publishers. “The skill-based lessons and detailed correlations help teachers target and teach grade-level language skills in a familiar, easy-to-use format.”

Language Fundamentals provides practice of grammar, mechanics, usage, and vocabulary study through more than 200 skill-based activities, including review activities.

This new edition features:
• Rules and examples for each language skill followed by targeted application activities and unit reviews
• Vocabulary and word study strategies and practice for challenging skills such as shades of meaning and real-life connections between words and their use
• Detailed correlations for each activity for easy reference
• Review activities that ask students to apply skills in context and demonstrate higher-level thinking
• An easy-to-read answer key

Learn more about skills covered for each grade level and available formats here.

Language Fundamentals is designed to correspond to the skill practice presented in Evan-Moor’s Daily Language Review and Take It to Your Seat: Language Centers.

About Evan-Moor
Evan-Moor Educational Publishers has been “Helping Children Learn” since 1979, publishing high-quality resource materials for both teachers and parents across the PreK–8th-grade curriculum.

Learn more about Evan-Moor at www.evan-moor.com.